We experimentally demonstrate and characterize a four-qubit linear-optical quantum logic circuit. Our robust and versatile scheme exploits encoding of two qubits into polarization and path degrees of single photons and involves two crossed inherently stable interferometers. This approach allows us to design a complex quantum logic circuit that combines a genuine four-qubit C 3 Z gate and several two-qubit and single-qubit gates. The C 3 Z gate introduces a sign flip if and only if all four qubits are in the computational state |1〉. We verify high-fidelity performance of this central four-qubit gate using Hofmann bounds on quantum gate fidelity and Monte Carlo fidelity sampling. We also experimentally demonstrate that the quantum logic circuit can generate genuine multipartite entanglement and we certify the entanglement with the use of suitably tailored entanglement witnesses.
Since the seminal proposal by Knill, Laflamme and Milburn 1 of an all-optical scalable quantum computing architecture, the field of linear optical quantum computing has experienced immense growth and expansion 2, 3 . Various elementary quantum gates for qubits encoded into states of single photons have been demonstrated [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , the optical quantum logic circuits have been miniaturized and integrated on a photonic chip [17] [18] [19] [20] , and alternative more efficient approaches to all-optical quantum computing such as utilization of photonic cluster states 21, 22 have been developed. The number of optical photons which can be simultaneously generated and coherently processed has also increased in time [23] [24] [25] up to the very recent record of 10 photons 26 . However, further scaling is largely prevented by the probabilistic nature of current sources of photons based on spontaneous parametric down-conversion, and deterministic single-photon sources of sufficient quality are not yet fully available despite recent significant progresses [27] [28] [29] . Instead of increasing the number of photons one could exploit multiple degrees of freedom to encode several qubits in state of a single photon 30 . Although the total number of optical modes then increases exponentially with the number of qubits, this approach may nevertheless prove very useful for development of specific small-scale optical quantum circuits that can find applications, e.g., in nodes of optical quantum communication networks. Important examples of the simultaneous exploitation of several degrees of freedom of single photons for encoding and processing quantum information include generation of hyper-entangled photon pairs 31 , superdense quantum teleportation 32 , design of certain linear optical quantum logic gates 14 , and implementation of random quantum walks [33] [34] [35] . In this work, we exploit the polarization and path degrees of freedom to encode two qubits into a single photon and construct a two-photon four-qubit linear optical quantum logic circuit, which represents an important step beyond the previous implementations of two- [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 13 and three-qubit [14] [15] [16] linear optical quantum gates. The implemented quantum logic circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . It combines several two-qubit quantum controlled-rotation gates, single-qubit gates, and a four-qubit generalized controlled-Z gate, which flips the sign of the state only if all four qubits are in the computational state |1〉 , Here I denotes the identity operator on Hilbert space of four qubits. In our implementation, the qubits 1 and 2 are encoded into the polarization and path of the signal photon, respectively, while qubits 3 and 4 are similarly encoded into polarization and path of the idler photon. The two-qubit controlled-rotation gates applied to polarization and path qubits supported by the same photon can be implemented deterministically, while the core four-qubit C The four-qubit quantum logic circuit is a complex device, and its complete experimental characterization would require determination of 2 16 − 1 = 65535 parameters. Here we employ Hofmann fidelity bounds 15, 36 and Monte Carlo sampling techniques 37, 38 to efficiently characterize the performance of the quantum logic circuit. Our scheme provides a suitable platform for testing and illustrating the usefulness of these methods, which can also serve for efficient evaluation of other kinds of multi-qubit quantum gates. We find that the fidelity F C Z 3 of the four-qubit C 3 . We show that our device can generate four-qubit GHZ-type entangled state whose fidelity with the ideal state and purity exceed 90%. Moreover, using suitable entanglement witnesses we verify that the generated state exhibits genuine four-partite entanglement. The developed scheme combining two crossed inherently stable optical interferometers provides a promising configuration for design of even more complex linear-optical quantum information processing devices.
Results
Experimental setup. In our experiment, a pair of time correlated orthogonally polarized photons at wavelength 810 nm is generated by spontaneous parametric down-conversion in a type-II nonlinear crystal pumped by a cw laser diode. The signal and idler photons are spatially separated at a polarizing beam splitter and injected into the two input ports of the interferometric setup which is depicted in Fig. 1(b) and consists of two crossed Mach-Zehnder interferometers formed by calcite beam displacers 14, 15 . Each photon from the pair carries two qubits encoded into its polarization and path degrees of freedom. The horizontal and vertical polarizations of the photon represent the computational states |0〉 and |1〉 of the polarization qubit, respectively. Similarly, propagation in the displaced and straight arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer represents computational states |0〉 and |1〉 of the path qubit.
Path qubits are initially prepared in polarization encoding using combination of half-wave plate (HWP) and a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and subsequently converted into path encoding using a polarizing beam displacer (BD). The polarization-to-path conversion produces path-polarization entangled states. We can disentangle the state using a HWP that addresses only the straight arm of the interferometer. The action of this HWP rotated at 45° can be regarded as a quantum CNOT gate acting on the spatial control and polarization target qubits. Arbitrary polarization qubits can be prepared by an additional pair of HWP and QWP plates affecting both arms of the interferometer. The output state analysis blocks are counterparts of the preparation blocks, operating in a similar way and consisting of the same elements up to the final polarizing beam splitters and avalanche photodiodes. We can project the output photons onto an arbitrary product four-qubit state, and with suitable rotations of the HWPs addressing only the displaced arms of the interferometers we can also perform projections onto products of various two-qubit entangled states. The electronic signal from the avalanche photodiodes is processed by coincidence logic, and the number of coincidences detected during the measurement time is stored in a computer.
The core part of our linear optical quantum logic circuit consists of two-photon interference on the central partially polarizing beam splitter PPBS 1 . Implementation of the four-qubit C 3 Z gate requires that the two photons interfere only if their path qubits are both in the state |1〉 , i.e. if they both propagate in the straight interferometer arms. To avoid interference of photons propagating in the displaced arms of the interferometers, we introduce different transverse separations of the interferometer arms for the two interferometers. Specifically, the beams are separated by 4 mm and 6 mm in the signal and idler interferometers, respectively, and the optical beams have diameter of 2 mm. The beams are adjusted such that the photons propagating in the straight arms perfectly overlap, while the photons propagating in the displaced arms are mutually transversally shifted and do not overlap on PPBS 1 . The nominal reflectances of PPBS 1 read R H = 0 and R V = 2/3 for horizontally and vertically polarized photons, respectively. The other two partially polarizing beam splitters have inverted reflectances R H = 2/3 and R V = 0 so that the combinations of PPBS 1 & PPBS 2 and PPBS 1 & PPBS 3 form polarization insensitive gray filters with overall transmittance 1/3.
The above described optical design ensures that the conditional π-phase shift induced by the two-photon interference on PPBS 1 occurs if and only if all four qubits are in the logical state |1〉 . The physical principle of the conditional phase shift is the same as for the two-qubit linear optical quantum CZ gate demonstrated in Refs 7-9. The gate operates in the coincidence basis, its success is heralded by detection of a single photon in each output port of the gate, and the theoretical success probability of the four-qubit C 3 Z gate is 1 9 . The Mach-Zehnder interferometers formed by beam displacers are inherently stable and this stability is preserved even for the present configuration with two crossed interferometers. We observed that the whole setup is passively stable on the time scale of hours, which enables detailed and comprehensive characterization of the implemented quantum logic circuit.
Experimental characterization of the four-qubit quantum C 3 Z gate. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the four-qubit C 3 Z gate, which is a central part of our linear optical quantum logic circuit, is equivalent to a four-qubit Toffoli gate up to local single-qubit Hadamard transforms on the target qubit. For each of the four choices of the target qubit we have measured the truth table of the resulting Toffoli gate, which illustrates its performance in the computational basis. The Hadamard transforms on the target qubit were implemented with the use of wave plates, which can be equivalently seen as probing the four-qubit CZ gate with a product state consisting of three control qubits prepared in the computational basis states |0〉 , |1〉 and one target qubit prepared in the superposition basis state ± = ± ( 0
. At the output of the four-qubit C 3 Z gate, the three control qubits are measured in the computational basis while the target qubit is measured in the superposition basis. The experimentally determined truth tables are shown in Fig. 2 . The truth tables of all four Toffoli gates clearly show the expected bit flip of the target qubit conditional on all control qubits being prepared in the computational basis state |1〉 .
We now specify in more detail the quantities plotted in Fig For perfect albeit probabilistic implementation of a unitary gate, the success probabilities p j m should be constant and independent on the input state. To assess the behaviour of p j m for our implementation, we plot in Fig. 3 the total number of detected two-photon coincidences The data contained in the truth tables plotted in Fig. 2 can be used to derive a lower and upper bounds on the quantum process fidelity 39, 40 of the four-qubit C 3 Z gate, The four average state fidelities F m determined from the truth tables of the four-qubit Toffoli gates plotted in Fig. 2 yield the following generalized Hofmann lower and upper bounds 15, 36 on the fidelity of the C 3 Z gate, 
The experimentally determined average state fidelities read F 1 = 0.943(1), F 2 = 0.952(1), F 3 = 0.944(1), and F 4 = 0.955(1), which documents the very good performance of the gate. The statistical uncertainties of the fidelity estimates were obtained by error propagation assuming Poissonian statistics of the measured coincidence counts. If we insert these data into Eq. (7), we get .
. An experimentally appealing property of these fidelity bounds is that they can be determined by measuring fidelities of multiqubit output product states obtained from input product states. Therefore, neither preparation of entangled states nor measurements in an entangled basis are required. However, the resulting lower bound on F C Z 3 is rather loose. To obtain a better and tighter lower bound on F C Z 3 we have experimentally determined the original Hofmann fidelity bound 36 , which is given by average state fidelities  F 1 and  F 2 for two mutually unbiased bases. In particular, it holds that
In our experiment, we construct the two mutually unbiased bases by preparing the polarization and path qubits of one photon in the computational basis states |0〉 , |1〉 and the polarization and path qubits of the other photon in the superposition basis states |+ 〉 , |− 〉 . The average state fidelities  F m are defined similarly as F m . However, the determination of the corresponding output state fidelities  f jj m now requires measurements in entangled basis, since the C 3 Z gate maps some of the input states onto entangled output states. For instance,
C Z 3 Fortunately, the output state fidelities  f jj m can be directly measured with our quantum logic circuit, because we can set the two controlled-rotation gates CR 3 and CR 4 in Fig. 1 to CNOT gates and perform measurements in the basis of maximally entangled Bell states. The experimentally determined output state fidelities  f jj m are plotted in Fig. 4 and the resulting average state fidelities read = . . Consequently, we obtain the following bounds on the fidelity of the C 3 Z gate,
With a rather small number of measurements we have thus successfully confirmed the high-quality performance of our multiqubit quantum logic circuit and we have constrained the fidelity of the four-qubit quantum controlled-Z gate into a narrow interval.
Preparation of four-qubit entangled state. We next investigate the ability of the C 3 Z gate to generate genuine multipartite entangled states from input product states. Specifically, we consider the input state |+ + + + 〉 which is transformed by the C 3 Z gate into an entangled state that belongs to the family of four-qubit GHZ states,
C Z 4 3 We have performed a tomographically overcomplete set of measurements on the generated four-qubit state and we have reconstructed its density matrix ρ + from the experimental data using the Maximum Likelihood estimation procedure 43, 44 . The resulting density matrix is plotted in Fig. 5 . We can characterize the generated entangled state by its purity Each input state is a product state with two qubits prepared in the computational basis states and the other two qubits prepared in the superposition states |± 〉 .
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In order to certify that the experimentally prepared four-qubit state exhibits genuine multipartite entanglement, we utilize a suitable entanglement witness [45] [46] [47] . We recall that a multipartite quantum state exhibits a genuine multipartite entanglement if it cannot be written as a mixture of biseparable states. Consider first a maximally entangled GHZ state
where φ φ φ = + cos 0 sin 1 and φ φ φ = − ⊥ sin 0 cos 1 denote two orthogonal single-qubit states. An optimal projector entanglement witness 48, 49 for the state (12) is given by
GHZ A genuine four-partite entanglement of a state ρ is certified when ρ < W Tr( ) 0 GHZ , i.e. when the fidelity of the state with the maximally entangled GHZ state (12) exceeds 1 2 . The overlap . This shows that the standard GHZ witness (13) is capable to detect multipartite entanglement of the four-qubit state Ψ + 4 . For the experimentally determined state ρ + we find that the witness is minimized at φ = .
0 585 exp , in excellent agreement with theoretical expectations. At this optimal point we get = − . W 0 112 (2) GHZ which confirms that the experimentally generated state exhibits genuine multipartite entanglement.
To complete our analysis we also present two alternative constructions of witnesses which can detect multipartite entanglement of the state Ψ + 4 . Our first construction is based on the observation that the four-qubit state by local single-qubit operations. In particular, we have 
), where = ⊗ G g 4 , exhibits genuine multipartite entanglement only if the original state ρ also exhibits genuine multipartite entanglement. Starting from the optimal witness (13) for the canonical GHZ state GHZ 0 , and considering its application to the filtered state ρ , we arrive at the following witness for the original state ρ, For the experimentally generated four-qubit state ρ + we get = − . W 0 0146 (3) filter , while for the ideal pure state (11) . In our second approach we utilize a projector witness of the form
proj 4 4 The proof that this is an optimal projector witness for the state . We can see that W GHZ is the optimal witness as it achieves the highest significance  and also it can tolerate more white noise than the other two witnesses.
Monte-Carlo sampling of quantum gate fidelity. The four-qubit quantum C 3 Z gate represents an interesting nontrivial device for testing techniques devised for efficient characterization of multiqubit quantum operations 37, 38, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . The Hofmann bound 36 utilized in the previous part of our work can be considered as an example of such efficient partial characterization technique, but it should be noted that the number of measurement settings required for determination of the Hofmann bounds still scales exponentially with the number of qubits N. This exponential bottleneck can be avoided by the Monte Carlo sampling of quantum gate fidelity 37, 38, 51, 52 . The main feature of this technique is that the number of measurement settings depends on the required uncertainty of the fidelity estimate but not on the dimension of the Hilbert space.
Here we apply the Monte Carlo sampling to determine the fidelity of the four-qubit quantum C 3 Z gate given by Eq. (4). The first step is to express the quantum process matrix χ C Z 3 of the ideal C 3 Z gate as a linear combination of 8-fold tensor products of single-qubit Pauli operators σ X , σ Y , σ Z and σ 0 = I. We find that the expansion contains altogether 1936 different tensor products,
, and each parameter j labels a specific 8-fold tensor product (20) . Since in our experiment we sequentially probe the quantum gate by various input states, we rewrite the expansion (19) as a linear combination of projectors onto pure product states. For this purpose, we express each of the three Pauli matrices σ X , σ Y and σ Z as a difference of projectors onto their + 1 and − 1 eigenstates and, similarly, we explicitly write σ = + 0 0 1 1 0 . After some algebra, we arrive at the expansion 
and each of the operators π
is a projector onto one of the eigenstates of σ X , σ Y or σ Z . The total number of terms in the expansion (21) reads N + = 22416 and N − = 22400.
As a final preparatory step we introduce two probability distributions Practically, each of these terms can be measured by preparing a suitable four-qubit input product state and by performing a projection onto a suitable four-qubit product state at the output. Since the investigated optical quantum gate is probabilistic, we also need to carry out a reference measurement to determine the normalization factor χ Tr[ ]. Generally, this normalization factor could be also estimated by Monte Carlo sampling. However, for the considered four-qubit gate it is possible to obtain the required reference by performing a complete measurement in the computational basis, which involves M 0 = 2 8 . The systematic error of fidelity estimation due to finite number of samples can then be expressed as 
and − V is defined similarly. For a fixed total number of samples
we can minimize the systematic error (27) by optimizing the number of samples M + and M − . This yields = + .
T On inserting these optimal values back into Eq. (27) we obtain
Numerically, we get
This indicates that the optimal sampling strategy is strongly unbalanced, with almost 90% of samples used to estimate the positive terms in the expansion (21) and only about 10% of samples is allocated to estimate the negative terms in that expansion. Formula (32) provides an explicit quantification of the systematic error of the Monte Carlo sampling procedure. To reduce the sampling error below 1% (as quantified by one standard deviation ∆F ( ) MC 2 ), at least 2.5 × 10 4 samples are required, which is comparable with the total number of terms N + and N − in the expansion (21) .
We have experimentally probed the performance of the Monte Carlo sampling procedure for our linear optical four-qubit quantum gate. We have generated the random list of M T = 1100 measurement settings, measured the number of coincidences for a fixed time interval for all these settings, and we have also performed the measurements in the computational basis required for normalization. From these data we have determined the mean values (25) and obtained an estimate of the gate fidelity F MC . We have repeated this procedure 15 times and the resulting fidelity estimates are plotted in Fig. 6 . We characterize the ensemble of fidelity estimates by its mean = . We used the 16500 measured coincidences to reconstruct the implemented quantum process using the Maximum Likelihood estimation procedure. Since the data are tomographically incomplete, we have used 20 random operators at the beginning of the iterative reconstruction algorithm to check that the reconstruction always yields the same quantum process fidelity = . 
Discussion
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated and characterized a four-qubit optical quantum logic circuit whose core is formed by a four-qubit C 3 Z gate. Our scheme exploits encoding of two qubits into polarization and path degrees of single photons and involves two crossed inherently stable interferometers. Our setup is passively stable on the time scale of hours which provided sufficient time for a comprehensive experimental characterization of the optical quantum logic circuit. We have verified high-fidelity performance of the central four-qubit C 3 Z gate and we have demonstrated that it can generate genuine multipartite entanglement. Our work illustrates that Monte Carlo sampling and Hofmann fidelity bounds are useful methods of characterization of complex multi-qubit quantum devices. The applicability of these methods is rather universal, and they can be used to efficiently characterize quantum logic gates and circuits implemented on various physical systems.
The implemented scheme combining two crossed interferometers is very flexible and with suitable modifications it may enable also realization of other quantum operations such as creation of superposition of unknown photonic quantum states and quantum Fredkin gate 58 . Moreover, by using additional calcite beam displacers, one could increase the number of paths in each interferometer which would enable experiments with multivalued quantum logic circuits where path degree of each photon supports a qudit instead of a qubit.
Methods
Optimal Projector witness for |Ψ 4+ 〉. Here is invariant with respect to permutations of qubits, it suffices to maximize the overlap with pure biseparable states σ ω 1 234 and Σ Ω 12 34 . Here the subscripts label the four qubits, so for instance |σ〉 1 is a single-qubit state and Σ 12 is a two-qubit state. We introduce explicit parametrization of these two states, 2 can be performed in a similar manner. We find that the optimal state Σ 12 reads We thus find that α = 
